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Welcome to World-Class Coach Training
Envision Coach Training provides coach training
and credentialing to professionals who use coaching skills
in their leadership and management roles inside
organizations such as Chevron, Shell, Texas A&M, Sutter
Health, City of Houston, Cisco, NASA and Aetna, among
many others.
We specialize in partnering with organizations to achieve
their specific and unique goals. Our programs teach the highlevel coaching skills necessary to help people achieve higher
performance and implement optimal change.

We Teach High-Level Coaching Skills

What is the background expertise?
Envision Coach Training is part of its parent company,
Envision Global Leadership (EGL), best known for its
proprietary validated leadership assessments, the LMRe,
LMRi and LeaderNAVTM as well as for its world-class
leader development and executive coaching services.

Our Parent Company is EGL

For decades EGL has worked with C-level executives in
Fortune 500 companies, among them, Chevron, Clorox,
The Gap and Aramco. Drawn from extensive research and
numerous engagements around the globe, EGL's
engagement methods are designed to support
transformation and innovation with clients.

Envision Coach Training is
recognized by SHRM to offer
129 Professional Development
Credits (PDCs) for SHRMCP or SHRM-SCP.

Our world-class program
was initially developed as a mandatory training for
our EGL coaches, as a way to ensure they reached
the highest level of coaching skills possible before
working with our valued clients.
We also became interested in the work the
International Coaching Federation (ICF) was, and
"… the most incredible journey and
transformation I have ever experienced...."
“…this is the best coach training available."
“…the best development experience I have had in
my life.”

still is, doing to standardize and raise the levels of
coaching worldwide. Our coach training program
was granted an ICF Accreditation in 2011. With the
standards we continue to keep and the results we
have had with our trainees we decided to make our
program available to the public.

Master-level coaching skills
are a focus for our participants right off the bat. The
ACTP Program is required by ICF to be taught to a
PCC level (the 2nd level of competency). We have
chosen to teach and demonstrate MCC level
coaching (the highest level) as we strongly align
with the research that says our primary learning
stays with us.

Both in-person and online
options for training are made available. We provide
a state-of-the-art online learning platform that
delivers

presentation

videos,

coaching

demonstration videos and assignments. We also
provide highly interactive presentations, group
applications, coaching exercises, skill-drills and
master-level demonstrations, either online or inperson.

is

not

just

The focus of our program

ü Leadership and executive coaching

about

ü Organization (enterprise) coaching

the

ICF

Core

Coaching

Competencies. We bring the essential skills needed

ü The neuroscience of leadership and change

to work with high-level clients in complex situations

ü Organization development

so that you can confidently work with any client in

ü Systems theory

any situation. (See a partial list to the right.)

ü Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP)

Contact us at admin@envisioncoachtraining.com

ü EGL’s proven methodologies for coaching

Training Modules

Objectives

Mentoring & ACTP Exam

1 – Foundation for Powerful Coaching
• Introducing the Models for Coaching
• Role Definition and Effective Contracting
• The Craft of Coaching Mastery
• Building the Coaching Relationship
• Crafting Powerful Questions
• Direct Communication Skills
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Embodying coaching ethics
Using powerful questions
Using direct communication skills
Creating a coaching relationship
Understanding storylines
Working with Closure Phenomena & The Ladder of Inference
Building rapport and trust

Group Mentor Coaching
Provided to the participant between
training modules. 7.5 hours online group
mentor coaching with assignments
based on ICF core coaching
competencies.
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Using self-awareness and self-management
Strong, effective presence
Building on what the coachee brings
Understanding the quest of your questions
Ability to work with clients across multiple perspectives
Understanding and utilization of reframing
Ability to recognize coachee’s modalities, using them to
create rapport and help them more forward.
Ability to work below the activity level
Use of powerful statements
Structuring coaching sessions
Working in the various levels of engagement

One-to-one Mentor Coaching
Taken between training modules. 3 hours
private one-to-one mentor coaching
online.

9 hrs A-Synchronous + 21 hrs Live
2 - Deepening Your Practice as a Coach
• Self as Instrument
• The Quest of Your Questions
• Multiple Perspectives
• Direct Communication
• Working with Multiple Modalities
• Powerful Statements
1.5 hrs A-Synchronous + 21 hrs Live

3 – Coaching Systems for Integration
• Power Dynamics
• Working Virtually with Individuals &
Groups
• Creating Coaching Engagements
• Accountability and Feedback Systems
• Establishing Engagement Plans
• Intrapersonal Conflict Integration
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Understanding of various power dynamics
Familiarity with locus of control
Beginning of personal development plan
Understanding of techniques for virtual coaching
Ability to structure coaching engagements
Understanding of accountability and consequence structures
Ability to support intrapersonal conflict integration
(resolution)

²

Ability to apply success and leadership principles with
coachees
Understanding and application of the forces of change
How to work with the organization as “client”
Understanding and practice of team and group coaching
models
Use of organization-client contracts, ethics, & issues
Clarity of unique relationships in organizations
Understanding of personality dysfunctions and how to deal
with them
Supporting interpersonal conflict integration (resolution)
Advocacy & inquiry / Dialogue processes

21 hrs - Live
4 – Coaching for Success in Organizations
• Neuroscience of Leadership and Success
• Understanding and Using Change
• Working with Groups and Teams
• Coaching Individuals within a Group
• Coaching a Two-Person System
• Working with Interpersonal Conflict
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3.5 hrs A-Synchronous + 21 hrs Live
²
²
5 – Coaching with Assessments
• Using Commercial Assessments
• Coaching with Assessment Results
• Helping your Client Make Meaning &
Take New Action
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21 hrs - Live

6 - Crafting Your Coaching Practice
• Helping Your Client with Well-formed
Outcomes
• Supporting Beliefs Changes
• Creating your Coaching Practice
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How to integrate common assessment techniques into
coaching
Understanding of ethics and guidelines to using assessments
Identification of common instruments and their uses
Working with 360 feedback
o
Written assessments
o
Interview/data/feedback
o
Group live feedback
Goals & well-formed visions
Crafting your coaching presence
Understanding belief sets and limits to thinking
Structuring a belief change
Building your coaching practice

21 hrs - Live

www.EnvisionCoachTraining.com

Exam Process
After the training and mentoring are
complete, a PCC level performance exam
is given.

“This was, by far, the best
development experience I have had
in my life. It will be a highly
valuable investment in your
career."
- Don W Hoffman, Sutter Health

"I am convinced this is the best
coaching training available."
- Heidi Sherick, PhD, Umich

"(It was) the most incredible
journey and transformation I have
ever experienced... A truly
wonderful gift..."
- Kathryn Underhill, Chevron

"I learned more in this six-month
course than in my two-year
master's (OD) program..."
- Lori Furman, Chevron

"This is an excellent course for
internal coaches and leaders. The
content, instructors and the entire
learning experience is awesome."
- Michael Landrum, Spectrum

